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The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the use of 
superposition and the DisCo specification method. Section 3 describes the 
specification methodology for deriving a message passing implementation from a 
specification of collective behavior. An example derivation is given in Section 4, 
related work is reviewed in Section 5, and conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 

2. The DisCo approach 

In this section we describe the joint action [BKS88,BKS89] approach to 
specification and the use of superposition, which form the foundations of the DisCo 
[WWWOO,JKSSS90,JKS91 ,KS96] specification method. 

2. 1. Joint actions 

A joint action is a formula for a multi-party operation that describes a step in a 
computation, involving a synchronization of the participants of the action. An 
action may have parameters, which are similar to participants except that they 
denote values, not objects with mutable state. The values assigned to the variables of 
the participants in an execution of an action may freely refer to the attributes of the 
other participants and the parameters of the action. 

A joint action defines inter-object cooperation at a high level of abstraction, 
where the focus is lifted from communication details and the behavior of individual 
objects to the collective behavior. The states of the objects that do not participate in 
the execution of an action remain unchanged. Parallel activities are modeled with an 
interleaving semantics. 

The following specification illustrates how classes and actions are defined using 
the DisCo syntax: 

system Ll is 
class C is x : integer; end; 
action inc(n : integer) by a, b : C is 
when a.x < b.x do a.x := b.x + n; b.x := a.x + n; end; 

end; 

If a combination of objects satisfying the guard of the action can be found, the 
action is enabled for the objects and can be executed. The choice of which enabled 
action to execute and for which combination of participants and parameters is 
nondeterministic. 

2. 2. Superposition 

Stepwise refinement in the DisCo approach is based on superposition, where new 
state variables are incrementally added to a specification until the desired level of 
detail is reached. The actions of the specification being refined may be augmented 
with assignments to the new state variables, but new assignments to state variables 
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introduced earlier may not be given. The initial condition and the guards of the 
actions may be strengthened. 

Superposition preserves safety properties by construction, since all assignments to 
a state variable are given when the state variable is introduced. DisCo specifications 
are thus closed world specifications. 

Nondeterministic action parameters can be used for modeling values determined 
by state variables not visible at a given level of abstraction. By augmenting actions 
with new constraints on the values the parameters may assume, one can constrain the 
nondeterminism at a later stage. 

The following layer illustrates how superposition is done in the DisCo language. 

system L2 import Ll; is 
class stepper is step: integer; end; 
extend C by counter: integer; end; 

refined inc by ... s : stepper is when ... n = s.step do 
... s.step := s.step + 1; 
a.counter := a.counter + 1; b.counter := b.counter + 1; 

end; 
end; 

The ellipsis " ... " denotes parts from the action being refined. Superimposing L2 
on Ll is expressed in DisCo by importing specification Ll into 12. 

3. Specification methodology 

In this section we describe how an abstract specification of the collective behavior of 
a distributed system can be systematically transformed into an implementable 
specification that employs message passing. 

The most abstract specification gives the effects of the operations on the objects 
of the system using joint actions. At this level of abstraction, an action can access the 
attributes of all the participants, irrespective of whether it is physically possible to 
access the objects simultaneously in the actual system. 

In the next step, distribution is introduced as abstractly as possible. For each class 
C, whose attribute X needs to be accessed remotely, we introduce a class mC of 
mobile objects. Classes C and mC are augmented with new variables x and valid. 
The value of X is stored in either C.x or mC.x, as indicated by valid. To associate an 
object of class mC with an object of class C, class mC contains a reference 
represents. The invariant that allows treating X as a "shadow" variable that need not 
be explicitly represented in an implementation is 

'V c: C, me: mC :: mc.represents = c => 
c. valid=> c.X = c.x 
A me. c.X = mc.x. 
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The mobile object can be thought of as a representative of the corresponding 
immobile object. Accessing a shadow variable of an object does not require 
synchronization with the object, provided that its representative is present. 

What distinguishes our approach is that at the specification level, the mobile 
objects have mutable state. Instead of sending and receiving immutable messages, an 
object communicates with a remote object by assigning values to the variables of the 
representative of the remote object. Modeling distribution in this fashion introduces 
the essential aspects of distribution (asynchronous changes to state variables) while 
keeping the model as simple as possible. The simple model means that deductive 
formal verification of the invariant is almost trivial. 

Introducing representative objects differs from ordinary data abstraction in that it 
is the location, not the representation of data that is being abstracted. Once the 
representative objects have been introduced, we can use data abstraction to derive the 
implementation level messages. The step from the abstract behavior to representative 
objects is standard enough that it could be supported by parametric superposition 
steps [KMOO]. The linking invariant could then be verified once for the parametric 
layer, and reused by verifying the assumptions of the layer. 

The resulting specification describes a very nondeterministic system. The mobile 
objects are free to roam about and interact with other objects at will. In order to 
constrain this nondeterminism, we introduce a state machine in the representative 
objects. When the valid attribute of an object is false, the state machine is in a state 
labeled no_ message. For each interaction we wish the object to participate in, we 
introduce a corresponding state in the state machine, and refine the corresponding 
action to require that the representative object is in a suitable state. 

The attributes me. valid, me. represents, and me.x can be made shadow variables 
by using the state machine. The state machine itself implements me. valid, if we 
arrange the state machine to exit state no_ message in every action where valid is 
assigned the value true, and enter the state no_ message in every action where valid is 
assigned the value false. For me. represents and me.x to be implemented, each of the 
states of the state machine needs to have attributes from which they can be 
computed. Since me.x is not accessed when me. valid is false, me.x can be set to some 
known constant value when me. valid is set to false, so only me. represents needs to 
be implemented in state no_ message. 

For example, if we wanted to implement a client-server protocol where clients 
send requests to servers, we would introduce a state machine with states 
no_ message, request, and reply. State request would contain attributes from 
(implementing me.represents) and eurrent_x (implementing me.x), and state reply 
would contain attributes to (implementing me. represents) and new _x (implementing 
me.x). State no _message would contain attribute from. The following table illustrates 
how C.X is implemented by the lower level variables: 

implemented by C.x 

c.x implemented by 
implemented by mC.x mC.request.eurrent x 

implemented by 
mC.reply.new x 
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optimized 

Figure 1. Overview of the specification 

The final step to a message passing implementation is to observe that we can 
interpret state no_ message as the nonexistence of a message and the rest of the states 
of the state machines as messages. A state transition of the state machine 
corresponds to receiving a message and sending a new message. Since the attributes 
contained in the states are only assigned to when the state is entered, the messages do 
not need to be mutable. 

The construction outlined above results in a correct but potentially inefficient 
implementation. It leaves some aspects underspecified, e.g. how messages find their 
way to their recipients. These aspects can be specified using further superposition 
steps, with the guarantee that the steps cannot invalidate the correctness properties 
provided by the higher levels of specification. The derived protocol can also be 
optimized by means of verifying additional invariants, as illustrated in the next 
section. 

4. An example: distributed Ring 

The example presented in this section is based on the description in [PD96]. The 
objective of the protocol is to maintain a singly linked distributed ring of cells 
(processors interested in a particular cache line in a multiprocessor system). A cell 
not in the ring may request admission to the ring, and a cell in the ring may request 
to be removed. 

Figure 1 depicts the structure of the specification. The three layers abstract, 
distribution and messages correspond to the layers described in Section 3. Layer 
add_details specifies further details of adding a cell. Layer token describes how 
activities are coordinated using a token, and layer delete_details specifies how this 
coordination is applied to deletions. Layer unoptimized merges the two branches into 
a specification of a complete but inefficient protocol. Layer optimized specifies a 
more efficient protocol where a message and some fields of messages have been 
shown redundant by verifying an invariant. 

We will outline the specification here, the full specification can be found at URL 
http://disco.cs.tut.fi. 
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4.1. The collective behavior 

The specification abstract of the collective behavior gives add and delete as atomic 
operations on the ring in terms of variable anext, which is the specification level 
variable linking cells in the ring. The specification is short enough to be given it in 
its entirety: 

system abstract is 
class cell is anext: cell; end; 

action add by prev, c: cell is when c.anext = c 
do c.anext := prev.anext; prev.anext := c; end; 

action delete by prev, c :cell is when prev.anext = c 
do prev.anext := c.anext; c.anext := c; end; 

end; 

The specification does not constrain where cells may be added or removed, nor 
does it specify when these actions should take place. This is intentional: the 
specification only gives the essential core behavior. 

4. 2. Representatives 

Layer distribution introduces the representative objects. The layer makes anext a 
shadow variable, implementing it by the state variable next, as explained in Section 
3. The cell class is augmented with new state variables, and a new class 
representative is introduced: 

extend cell by valid : boolean; next : cell; end; 
class representative is represents : cell; valid : boolean; next : 

cell;end; 

New actions send Jepresentative and receive _Jepresentative are introduced, and 
actions add and delete are augmented to require a representative of the requesting 
object as a new participant, admitting a distributed implementation. The refinement 
of add illustrates how this is accomplished in DisCo: 

refined add by ... r : representative is 
when ... prev.valid and r.valid and r.represents = c 
do prev.next := r.next; r.next := prev.anext; ... end; 

4.3. Implementation level messages 

Layer messages introduces a state machine in the representative objects as follows: 

extend representative by 
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state *no_message(from_c : cell), add_request(from_c : cell; 
current_next: cell), add_reply(to_c: cell; new_next: cell), 

delete_request(from_c : cell; current_next : cell), 
delete_reply(to_c :cell; new_next: cell); 

end; 
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Two refinements of action send _representative are introduced: send_ add _request 
that sends a representative in state add _request, and send_ delete _request that sends a 
representative in state delete _request. Action receive _representative is refined 
similarly. The variables contained in the state items implement variables valid, 
represents and next. 

4.4. Head cell 

We next refine messages relating to addition and deletion in separate branches of 
specification. In layer delete_detai/s, a dedicated head cell is introduced, and class 
cell is augmented with an attribute my_ head. State add _request is augmented with 
to_c, the address of the recipient of the address, and action send_add_request is 
refined to send requests to the cell whose address is found in my_ head. 

4.5. Token 

Layer token introduces class token and actions to start and end an activity that can be 
used for mutual exclusion. The safety property provided by the layer is that actions 
start_ activity and stop_ activity occur in a strictly alternating sequence: 

system token is 
class token is state *no_activity, activity_in_progress; end; 
assert single_token is 'd tl, t2: token:: t1 = t2; 
action start_activity by t : token is when t.no_activity 
do -H.activity_in_progress; end; 
action stop_activity by t: token is when t.activity_in_progress 
do -H.no_activity; end; 

end; 

4. 6. Coordinating deletions 

Deletions from the ring must be coordinated, because deletion requires cooperation 
from the predecessor in the ring. In order for deletion to succeed, the predecessor 
must be in the ring. Layer delete_detai/s utilizes the token to this end. Composing 
send_ delete _request and start_ activity using the combined clause composes the 
actions from the imported layers into one atomic action. The safety property from 
layer token ensures that actions c_send_delete_request and c_delete alternate: 

system delete_details import messages, token; 
combined c_send_delete_request 

of messages.send_delete_request, token.start_activity; 
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combined c_delete of messages.delete, token.stop_activity; is 
details omitted end; 

4. 7. The unoptimized protocol 

The separate branches of specification are composed in layer unoptimized, which 
simply imports the detailed specifications of add messages and delete messages. The 
only new element is the initial condition stating that initially the head cell is in 
possession of the token. 

system unoptimized import add_details, delete_details; is 
initially head_has_token is 

'<;/he :cell; t: token :: hc.my_head =he=> t.no_activity.to_c =he; 
end; 

4. 8. The optimized protocol 

The final layer specifies the optimized protocol by means of additional invariants. 
The invariants justify the omission of certain objects and attributes from an 
implementation. 

The first invariant concerns the token. The states no _activity and 
activity _in _progress were used in layer token to specify the mutual exclusion 
property. However, when it is composed with the specification of delete messages, 
the following invariant holds in the composed system: 

'<;/ r: representative; t: token:: 
r .delete _request => t. activity _in _progress. 

The invariant allows us to implement the token only when it is in state no_activity. 
The implicit token is not present in the implementation level description of the 

protocol. However, having it as an explicit object in the specification makes it 
possible to address the concern of mutual exclusion in an independent layer, and to 
combine it with a specification of messages relating to deletion. 

The next invariant allows us to omit the new_next field of a delete reply. We 
observe that the value in delete_reply.new_next will always be equal to the recipient 
of the reply, expressed as 

'<;/ r: representative:: r.delete_reply => 
r. delete _reply. new_ next= r. delete _reply. to_ c. 

This invariant justifies omission of the new_ next field from a delete reply message. 
Not surprisingly, the protocol derived here is essentially the same as described in 

[PD96]. However, we believe that the derivation from collective behavior makes the 
specification easier to understand. It certainly makes it easier to verify than the 
original implementation-level description. 
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5. Discussion 

Since real systems are mostly too complicated to be verified at the implementation 
level, abstraction has been one of the central themes in verification (e.g. 
[BH99,CGL94,LGSBB95,LS84]). The standard way of using abstraction is to 
provide an abstraction function (abstraction relation) that links states in an abstract 
specification with states in a more concrete specification. The abstraction function is 
chosen in such a way that verifying a property for the abstract specification implies 
that it also holds for the more concrete specification. 

Our approach differs from the usual use of abstraction in that we do not use an 
explicit abstraction function. When superposition is used, state variables of the 
abstract specification are also present in the more concrete specification, so instead 
of an abstraction function linking variables in two separate specification, we link the 
abstract and concrete variables with an invariant in one specification. 

Verification based on explicit or implicit state space exploration has made 
impressive progress in the recent years. However, it appears that there are still 
difficulties with verification of systems where the number of objects is arbitrary and 
the identities of the objects cannot be abstracted away [PD97]. Deductive techniques 
such as mechanical theorem proving do not share this difficulty. 

Often one of the main problems in verifying a system is to invent the correct 
abstractions. We try to alleviate this problem by outlining a systematic methodology 
for building useful abstractions for a specific class of systems. Expressing the 
abstractions as first class entities in the concrete specification helps in understanding 
the low level behavior in terms of the higher level abstractions. Some properties of 
the system are also nicely captured by the use of object containment. Park and Dill 
[PD96] verify the linked ring protocol described in this paper and comment that they 
have chosen to represent the network "in a non-obvious way" so that there is one 
variable per cell to hold a message pertaining to the cell. They then prove that the 
network can indeed be represented in this way without messages being overwritten. 
In our formulation, this property is a direct consequence of messages being 
represented as states of a state machine contained in a representative object. 

6. Conclusions 

We have demonstrated how message passing protocols can be systematically derived 
from descriptions of the high level collective behavior. Such a derivation results in 
an underspecified description of the protocol that can be further refined using 
superposition steps that preserve safety properties by construction. The derivation 
thus provides the core correctness properties of the protocol, with the guarantee that 
the mechanisms introduced in later steps cannot invalidate them. The protocol can be 
optimized by means of verifying additional invariants. 

Verification of the derived protocols is considerably easier than verifying 
equivalent implementation-level specifications. This is due to the abstractions built 
into the specification by the superposition process. Some parts of the derivation can 
be supported by parametric superposition steps. 
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We believe that our approach provides considerable advantages when the system 
being specified involves concurrent interactions between multiple objects. In this 
domain, specifying the collective behavior first helps to avoid accidental interference 
of the individual interactions. 
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